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JOIN THE WORLD OF SOCIAL CEOs - PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE FUTURE!
Dear CEO,
As a CEO sometimes it's lonely at the top, isn't it?
CEOs lead a company with flair, decisive direction, and passion. Employees depend on a CEO’s vision and
leadership, looking up to them in times of change. The CEOs position is the voice and the face of an
organization and the person’s actions and behaviors reflect upon the entire organization. The position comes
with power, responsibilities, and an overwhelming sense of loneliness.
A CEO must constantly project an image of infallibility and self-reliance. Therefore, CEOs need trustful
communication exchange. An advisor - as well known "CEO whisperer" with the right experience is helpful
not just to the CEO, but for the overall image of the company as well.
Here are some of the reasons:
Disseminating their vision – Every CEO has a vision about their company but may not often have the best
tools to communicate this to outsiders as well as employees of the company. A communication advisor can
help convey this vision through their unique skills of image management and storytelling, shaping the CEOs
image in the eyes of the public and employees.
Media coverage – Handling media coverage is not necessarily everyone’s cup of tea. Extremes on both ends
– a reticent CEO and one who makes reckless comments is counter-productive for the narrative of the
company. Companies have PR departments or work with PR agencies, but a close personal communication
advisor can help a CEO understand how and why credibility and trust go a long way in building the right
media image, working with them to diligently build it.
In times of crisis – When CEOs are busy putting out fires, they need a balanced and objective perspective.
Crafting the right story during stressful times is not easy, especially when the matter concerns the CEO
directly and advice from an advisor who specializes in image management is invaluable. Social Media plays
an increasing role in reputation management. The right public image can mitigate risks to the company and
diminish the crisis effectively.
Navigating social media – With CEOs making their presence felt on social media, communication processes
have become more complex and demanding. Since a CEO’s external communication is closely followed by
business analysts and media, not to mention the various stakeholders and the public, every tweet or post has
an impact that filters down the organization and having trusted communications advisers can help CEOs
navigate social media successfully.
Communicating changes – During the announcement of organizational changes, or quarterly meetings, or
even when new strategies are planned, CEOs can turn to these trusted advisers for a balanced view and the
best ways to tackle the situation.

Training in communication – One of the ways in which communication professionals are excellent media
advisers for CEOs is by helping them project a holistic image through speeches, social media, interviews and
public conduct. They can identify counterintuitive communication habits and help them improve their skillsets
to handle tense or aggravating situations.
A communication advisor by virtue of being a specialist, can offer trusting, deeper insights and help create
an atmosphere where the CEO feels they have all the necessary support and information to make balanced
decisions and navigate turbulent waters. If you need this, I am here.

Kind regards,
Brigitte Kaps, CEO & FOUNDER
ExecutivePR.ch
+41 79 289 2042

BLOG

Five ways a CEO can build trust
in his/her organisation
Trust plays a crucial role in any organisation.
Communication is critical to build trust with your
stakeholders, be it employees or clients. A
strategic communication plan, executed over
years, can help you earn the trust of your
stakeholders. Within the organisation, it gives
employees a platform and engenders a feeling of
belonging, which leads to lower attrition rates.
With customers, it ensures long term business
viability. With stronger communication networks,
there can be more fruitful discussions regarding
plans of action which eventually leads to building
stronger relationships with employees and
stakeholders. As renowned marketing maverick
and author Seth Godin says 'Earn trust. Then
you can worry about the rest.'
Read more...

TOP SOCIAL CEOs OF THE MONTH

Each month we will select two Social CEOs impressing us with the practise of "Sociability."

CEO of the Month Stefan Winkelmann

CEO of the Month Philipp Rickenbacher

A CEO who embodies not only the brand, but also
the sporty elegance of the Bugatti brand. The
continuity and empathic contributions of Mr.
Winkelmann authentically reflects his deep
attachment to the company.

In recent months, Mr. Rickenbacher has significantly
optimized his communication compared to last year.
The CEO who was previously only perceived as a
CEO who drives to work on a scooter has now
become a CEO who also deals with thought
leadership topics, such as CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility). Keep it up!

OFFERINGS
ExecutivePR offers personal, comprehensive
advice and strategies specifically for the unique
needs of the Social CEO. Unlike other PR firms
who produce communications focused on the
shareholders, we offer extensive
communications, as well as implementation plans
geared towards the "Social CEO."
Read more

EVENTS
On the 7th of September I spoke at the SWISS
FINTECH FAIR 2020 - the leading Fintech Fair in
Switzerland.
I addressed the changes, challenges, and
chances of becoming a "Social CEO" - of CEO
communication in times of digital transformation.

ExecutivePR.ch IN THE NEWS
August 2020
KMU Magazin AIs<<Social CEO>> in die digitale
Zukunft. Read more...

May 2020
HWZ Alumni Newsletter Sociability -Eine
Fähigkeit, die CEOs jetzt brauchen. Read more...

NUMBER OF THE MONTH: 79 & 30
Did you know that 79% of Inc. 500 CEOs and 30% of Fortune 500 CEOs have an active presence on at least
one social network? (source: adweek 2019)

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
"I use social media as an idea generator, trend mapper and strategic compass for all our online venture
businesses.: (Paul Barron, CEO)

Your feedback is important to me. Please feel free to
write to me at Brigitte@executivepr.ch





